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EDRA 43 Books by Publisher 
Prepared by 
The Architecture Resource Center 
At Andrews University 
Berrien Springs, MI 
 
1. Trialog.  Rapoport, Amos.  Trialog 106: Designing for people.  Germany, 2010.  ISSN 0724-6234.   
2. Actar.  Actar Editors.  Mies van der rohe award 2011: European union prize for contemporary architecture.  
Barcelona, 2012.  ISBN 9788492861767.  $44.95 NA2349 .M5 2012   
3. Actar.  Borasi, Giovanna.  Journeys: How travelling fruit, ideas and buildings rearrange our environment.  
Canada, 2010.  ISBN 9788492861545.  $36.00 NA2543.S6 A4 2010   
4. Actar.  Friedman, Yona .  Pro Domo.  Barcelona, 2006.  ISBN 9788496540514.  $38.00 NA2500 .F75 2006  
5. Actar.  Howeler, Eric.  GSD platform 4.  Barcelona, 2011.  ISBN 9788415391005.  $34.95 NA2300.H352 G73 
2011 
6. Actar.  Kenzari, Bechir.  Architecture and violence.  Barcelona, 2011.  ISBN 9788492861736.  $29.95 
NA2542.4 .A7183 2011   
7. Actar.  Laurent, Christa & Mignonneau, Sommerer.  Living systems.  Barcelona, 2011.  ISBN 9788439387305.  
$24.94  BH301.N3 S66 2011   
8. Actar.  Maria Ines Rodriguez.  Architecture with the people, by the people, for the people: Yona Friedman.  
Barcelona, 2011.  ISBN 9788492861941.  $39.95  NA1053.F748 A887 2011  
9. Actar.  O'Donnell, Caroline.  The Cornell journal of architecture.  New York, 2011.  ISBN 9780978506148.  
$20.00  NA1 .C68  v.8  
10. Actar.  Prat, Ramon.  Fuksas building.  Barcelona, 2012.  ISBN 9788492861781.  $59.95 NA1123.F83 A4 
2011   
11. Actar.  Rifkin, Jeremy .  A green new deal: From geopolitics to biosphere politics.  London, 2011.   ISBN 
9788492861583.  $24.95  NA6813.S72 B373 2010  
12. Actar.  Ruiz-Geli, Encri.  Media ICT.  Barcelona, 2011.  ISBN 9788492861026.  $54.95 NA6234.S72 B36 
2011 
13. Actar.  van Mensvoort, Koert .  Next nature: Nature changes along with us.   Barcelona, 2012.  ISBN 
9788492861538.  $44.95 GF75 .N49 2011 
14. Actar.  Will, Tommasso.  Italian design is coming home. To switzerland.  Switzerland, 2011.  ISBN 
9788492861743.  $39.95  NC998.6.S9 G46 2011 field v field #    
15. Allworth Press.  Williams, Thomas L.  The interior design sourcebook.  New york, 2012.  www.allwortth.com  
ISBN 9781581158984.  $19.95  TA403.6 .W55 2012 
16. Archipress M.  Ibler, Marianne.  Global Danish Architecture.  Denmark, 2008.  www.archipress.dk  ISBN 
9788791872037.  $63.00 NA2542.36 .S876 2008 
17. Architectural Association.  Dillon, Ryan.  Projects review 2011: What we talk about when we talk about the 
AA.  London, 2011.  ISBN 9781907896101.  £25  $40.06 NA968 .A2 2011  
18. Architectural Association.  Griffiths, Jason.  Manifest Destiny.  London, 2011.  ISBN 9781907896057.  £18 
$28.85 NA7571 .G75 2011 
19. Architectural Association.  Lerup, Lars.  One million acres & no zoning.  London, 2011.  ISBN 
9781907896040.  £25 
$40.06 HT352.U62 H687 2011  
20. Architectural Association.  Pansera, Stefano Rabolli.  Beyond entropy.  London, 2011.  ISBN 
9781907896064.  £15 
$24.04 NA2542.3 .B49 2011 
21. Ashgate Publishing Co.  Brook, Richard & Dunn, Nick.  Urban maps: Instruments of narrative and 
interpretation in the city.  Vermont, USA, 2011.  www.ashgate.com  ISBN 9780754676577.  $99.95 G140 
.B76 2011   
22. Ashgate Publishing Co.  Hendricks, Barbara E.  Designing for play.  Vermont, USA, 2011.  www.ashgate.com  
ISBN 9781409409366.  $69.95 GV425 .H46 2011   
23. Ashgate Publishing Co.  Howard, Peter J.  An introduction to landscape.  Vermont, USA, 2011.  
www.ashgate.com  ISBN 9781409403852.  $49.95  GF90 .H69 2011   
24. Ashgate Publishing Co.  Lyon, Philippa.  Design education: Learning, teaching and researching through 
design.  Vermont, USA, 2011 .  www.ashgate.com  ISBN 9780566092459.  $114.95 NK1170 .L96 2011   
25. Ashgate Publishing Co.  Robinson, Nick.  The planting design handbook.  Vermont, USA, 2011.  
www.ashgate.com  ISBN 9780754677161.  $59.95 SB472.45 .R64 2011 
26. AVA Publishing SA.  Rottle, Nancy & Yocom, Ken.  Basics landscape architecture 02: Ecological design.  
Switzerland, 2011.  ISBN 9782940411443.  $34.50  SB472.45 .R677 2010  
27. AVedition.  Menzi, Renate.  Atelier oi.  Germany, 2012.  www.avedition.com  ISBN 9783899861648.  
$56.00  NK2607 .M46 2012  
28. AVedition.  Raum, Wechsel.  LAVA: Laboratory for visionary architecture: Tomorrow never dies.  Germany, 
2011.  www.avedition.com  ISBN 9783899861662.  $28.00 NA1088.L3583 A4 2011   
29. AVedition.  Schulte, Karin & Glaser, Tobias.  Messedesign jahrbuch: Trade fair design annual, 2011/2012.  
Germany, 2012.  www.avedition.com  ISBN 9783899861570.  $99.00  T396.5 .T73  2011/12   
30. AVedition.  Young Yi, Eun.  Stuttgart City Library.  Germany, 2011.  www.avedition.com  ISBN 
9783899861631.  $69.00 Z679.2.G3 S787 2011  
31. Berg.   Cooper, Rachel; Junginger, Sabine; Lockwood, Thomas.  The handbook of design management.  New 
York, 2011.  ISBN 9781847884886.  $140.00 
Disc. $91.00 TS171.4 .H36 2011  
32. Berg.   Cross, Nigel.  Design thinking.  New York, 2011.  ISBN 9781847886361.  $24.95 
Disc. $16.25 NK1510 .C83 2011  
33. Berg.   Daniels, Inge.  The japanese house: Material culture in the modern home.  New York, 2011.  ISBN 
9781845205171.  $34.95  GT367 .D36 2011   
34. Berg.   Fallan, Kjetil.  Scandinavian design: Alternative histories.  New York, 2012.  ISBN 9781847889119.  
$34.95  Disc. $22.75 NK1457 .S23 2012  
35. Berg.   Fry, Tony.  Design as politics.  New York, 2011.  ISBN 9781847885678.  $34.95 
Disc. $22.75 NK1520 .F78 2011  
36. Berg.   Fry, Tony.  Design futuring: Sustainability, ethics and new practice.  New York, 2009.  ISBN 
9781847882172.  $29.95 
Disc. $19.50 NK1510 .F77 2009   
37. Berg.   Lemire, Beverly.  Cotton.  New York, 2011.  ISBN 9781845203009.  $39.95 
Disc. $25.95 HD9870.5 .L46 2011   
38. Berg.   Quinn, Bradley.  Textile futures: Fashion, design and technology.  New York, 2010.  ISBN 
9781845208080.  $34.95 
Disc. $22.75 TS1765 .Q56 2010   
39. Berg.   Strang, Veronica & Busse, Mark.  Ownership and appropriation.  New York, 2011.  ISBN 
9781847886859.  $34.85 
Disc. $22.75 GN406 .O96 2011   
40. Better Link Press.  Architectural Creation Magazine.  Contemporary architecture in china.  New York, 2011.  
ISBN 9781602201163.  $16.95 
Disc. $11.02 NA1545 .C66 2011  
41. Better Link Press.  Qijun, Wang.  Chinese architecture.  New York, 2011.  ISBN 9781602201187.  $16.95 
Disc. $11.02 NA1543 .W36 2011   
42. Black Dog & Leventhal Publishers, Inc.  Black Dog & Leventhal .  The big book of small house designs.  
New york, 2011.  ISBN 978-1-57912-887-6.  $17.95 NA7126 .B5 2011   
43. Black Dog & Leventhal Publishers, Inc.  Peltason, Ruth & Ong-Yan, Grace.  Architect: The work of the 
pritzker prize laureates in their own words.  New york, 2010.  ISBN 978-1-57912-847-0.  $40.00  
NA2335 .A73 2010  
 
44. Black Dog Publishing.  Cheah, Fay .  Homes: Issues + processes.  London, 2011.  ISBN 9781907317460.  
$29.95  NA1525.8.D47 A4 2011  
45. Black Dog Publishing.  Day, Stephen; Parker, John; Steve Rose.  The sainsbury laboratory: Science, 
architecture, art.  London, 2011.  ISBN 9781907317453.  $29.95  TH4652 .D39 2011   
46. Black Dog Publishing.  Frewer, Richard.  Hintan: A journey in Steel.  London, 2010.  ISBN 9781907317279.  
$45.00 NA1525.8.T36 F74 2010x 
47. Black Dog Publishing.  Wilkinson Eyre Architects.  Tectonics: A building for earth sciences at oxford.  
London, 2011.  ISBN 9781907317538.  $45.00  NA971.O8 T43 2011   
48. Black Dog Publishing.  Yeang, Ken & Spector, Arthur.  Green design: From theory to practice.  London, 2011.  
ISBN 9781907317125.  $29.95  TH880 .G78 2011   
49. Cambridge University Press.  Boonin, David.  Should race matter?  Cambridge, 2011.  ISBN 9780521149808.  
$34.99 Disc. 27.95 HT1521 .B634 2011  
50. Cambridge University Press.  Boykoff, Maxwell T.   Who speaks for the climate?  Cambridge, 2011.  ISBN 
9780521133050.  $29.99 Disc. $23.95 QC903 .B68 2011  
51. Cambridge University Press.  Brunnee, Jutta .  Promoting compliance in an evolving climate regime.  
Cambridge, 2011.  ISBN 9780521136136.  $49.99 Disc. $39.95 K3585.5 .P76 2012   
52. Cambridge University Press.  Bychkov, Oleg V. & Sheppard, Anne.  Greek and roman aesthetics.  
Cambridge, 2010.  ISBN 9780521547925.  $32.00 Disc. $26.50 BH90 .G74 2010b   
53. Cambridge University Press.  Connerton, Paul.  The spirit of mourning: History, memory and the body.  
Cambridge, 2011.  ISBN 9781107648838.  $28.99 Disc. $23.15 BF575.G7 C648 2011  
54. Cambridge University Press.  Costelloe, Timothy M.  The sublime: From antiquity to present.  Cambridge, 
2012.  ISBN 9780521143677.  $34.99 Disc. $27.95   
55. Cambridge University Press.  Cummins, Denise.  Good thinking: Seven powerful ideas that influence the way 
we think.  Cambridge, 2012.  ISBN 9780521145503.  $22.99  BF441 .C86 2012   
Disc. $18.35 
56. Cambridge University Press.  Daniell, Katherine A.  Co-Engineering and participatory water management: 
Organizational challenges for water governance.  Cambridge, 2012.  ISBN 9781107012318.  $140.00 
Disc. $112.00 
57. Cambridge University Press.  Davis, Julie M.  Young children and the environment: Early education for 
sustainability.  Cambridge , 2010.  ISBN 9780521736121.  $54.00 GE90.A8 Y68 2010   
Disc. $43.20 
58. Cambridge University Press.  Dessler, Andrew.  Introduction to modern climate change.  Cambridge, 2011.  
ISBN 9780521173155.  $50.00  QC903 .D46 2012  
Disc. $40.00 
59. Cambridge University Press.  Dixon, John & Levine, Mark.  Beyond prejudice: Extending the social 
psychology of conflict, inequality and social change.  Cambridge, 2012.  ISBN 9780521139625.  $39.99 
Disc. $31.95  HM1091 .B49 2012  
60. Cambridge University Press.  Draaisma, Douwe.  Why life speeds up as you get older: How memory shapes 
our past.  Cambridge, 2012.  ISBN 9781107646261.  $16.99 Disc. $13.55  BF378 .A87 D7313 2004 
61. Cambridge University Press.  Duignan, Patrick.  Educational leadership: Together creating ethical learning 
environments.  Cambridge, 2012.  ISBN 9781107637894.  $47.99 Disc. $38.35 
62. Cambridge University Press.  Dym, Clive L & Brown, David C.  Engineering design: Representation and 
reasoning (2nd edition).  Cambridge, UK, 94.  ISBN 9780521514293.  $80.00 TA174 .D964 2012   
Disc $64.00 
63. Cambridge University Press.  Edenhofer, Ottmar; Madruga, Ramon Pichs; Sonoka, Youba.  Renewable 
energy sources and climate change mitigation: Special report of the intergovernmental panel on climate 
change.  Cambridge, UK, 2012.  ISBN 9781107607101.  $100.00 TD195.E49 R47 2012 
Disc. $80.00 
64. Cambridge University Press.  Ericsson, K. Anders.  Development of professional expertise.  Cambridge, UK, 
2009.  ISBN 9780521740081.  $42.00 BF431 .D443 2009  
Disc. $33.60 
65. Cambridge University Press.  Fry, Prem S & Keyes, Corey L.  New frontiers in resilient aging: Life-strengths 
and well-being in late life.  Cambridge, UK, 2010.  ISBN 9780521509855.  $116.00 
Disc. $92.80 BF724.85.C64 N494 2010   
66. Cambridge University Press.  Gaut, Berys.  A philosophy of cinematic art.  Cambridge, UK, 2010.  ISBN 
9780521529648.  $32.00 PN1995.25 .G38 2010   
Disc. $25.60 
67. Cambridge University Press.  Hetherington, Renee.  Living in a dangerous climate: Climate change and 
human evolution.  Cambridge, UK, 2012.  ISBN 9781107694736.  $27.99 GF71 .H484 2012  
Disc. $22.35 
68. Cambridge University Press.  Hirsch, Barton J; Deutsch, Nancy L; DuBois, David L.  After-school centers 
and youth development: Case studies of success and failure.  Cambridge, UK, 2011.  ISBN 9780521138512.  
$32.99 LC34.4 .H57 2011   
Disc. $26.35 
69. Cambridge University Press.  Hiskes, Richard P.  The human right to a green future: Environmental rights and 
intergenerational justice.  Cambridge, UK, 2009.  ISBN 9780521696142.  $32.00 
Disc. $25.60 K3585 .H57 2009   
70. Cambridge University Press.  Jessup, Brad & Rubenstein, Kim.  Environmental discourses in public and 
international law.  Cambridge, UK, 2012.  ISBN 9781107019423.  $155.00 Disc. $124.00   
K3584.8 .E578 2012 
 
71. Cambridge University Press.  Luey, Beth.  Handbook for academic authors (5th edition).  Cambridge, UK, 
2010.  ISBN 9780521144094.  $23.99  K3584.8 .E578 2012  
Disc. $19.15 
72. Cambridge University Press.  O'Hear, Anthony.  Philosophy and the environment.  Cambridge, UK, 2011.  
ISBN 9781107696075.  $39.00  QH540.5 .P48 2011  
Disc. $31.20 
73. Cambridge University Press.  Paul, Ellen Frankel; Miller Jr, Fred D; Paul, Jeffrey.  Natural resources, the 
environment, and human welfare.  Cambridge, UK, 2009.  ISBN 9780521139748.  $36.99  GE170 .N37 2009   
Disc. $29.55 
74. Cambridge University Press.  Petroski, Henry.  An engineer's alphabet: Gleanings from the softer side of a 
profession.  Cambridge, UK, 2011.  ISBN 9781107015067.  $21.99  T14 .P473 2011  
Disc. $17.55 
75. Cambridge University Press.  Poon, Leonard W & Cohen-Mansfield, Jiska.  Understanding well-being in the 
oldest old.  Cambridge, UK, 2011.  ISBN 9780521132008.  $35.99 BF724.8 .U53 2011 
Disc. $28.75 
76. Cambridge University Press.  Roda, Claudia.  Human attention in digital environments.  Cambridge, UK, 
2011.  ISBN 9780521765657.  $104.00 QA76.9.H85 H84185 2011 
Disc. $83.20 
77. Cambridge University Press.  Rutter, Benjamin.  Hegel on the modern arts.  Cambridge, UK, 2010.  ISBN 
9780521114011.  $89.00 B2949.A4 R88 2010   
Disc. $71.20 
78. Cambridge University Press.  Sayer, Andrew.  Why things matter to people: Social science, values and ethical 
life.  Cambridge, UK, 2011.  ISBN 9781107001145.  $99.00  HM681 .S29 2011  
Disc $79.20 
79. Cambridge University Press.  Stone Jr., Brian.  The city and the coming climate: Climate change in the places 
we live.  Cambridge, UK, 2012.  ISBN 9781107602588.  $29.99 QC903 .S86 2012   
Disc. $23.95 
80. Cambridge University Press.  Stuart-Hamilton, Ian.  An introduction to gerontology.  Cambridge, UK, 2011.  
ISBN 9780521734950.  $45.00 Disc. $36.00 HQ1061 .I5558 2011  
 
81. Cambridge University Press.  Thommen, Lukas.  An environmental history of ancient greece and rome.  
Cambridge, UK, 2009.  ISBN 9780521174657.  $29.99 Disc. $23.95 GF13.3.G74 T4713 2012   
 
82. Cambridge University Press.  Thomson, Iain D.  Heidegger, art, and postmodernity.  Cambridge, UK, 2011.  
ISBN 9780521172493.  $27.99 Disc. $22.35 B3279.H49 T478 2011   
 
83. Cambridge University Press.  Wener, Richard E.   The environmental psychology of prisons and jails.  
Cambridge, 2012.  ISBN 9780521452762.  $95.00  BF353 .W46 2012   
84. Cambridge University Press.  Zuidervaart, Lambert.  Art in public: Politics, economics, and a democratic 
culture.  Cambridge, UK, 2011.  ISBN 9780521130172.  $28.99 Disc. $23.15 NX720 .Z85 2011  
 
85. Chelsea Green Publishing Co.  Bainbridge, David A & Haggard, Ken.  Passive solar architecture: Heating, 
cooling, ventilation, daylighting, and more using natural flows.  White River Junction, VT, 2011.  ISBN 978-
1-60358-296-4.  $85.00 TH7413 .B345 2011   
86. Chelsea Green Publishing Co.  Hopkins, Rob.  The transition companion: Making your community more 
resilient in uncertain times.  White River Junction, VT, 2011.  ISBN 978-1-60358-392-3.  $29.95  
HN49.C6 H664 2011   
 
87. Chelsea Green Publishing Co.  Lovins, Amory B .  Reinventing fire: Bold business solutions for the new era.  
White River Junction, VT, 2011.  ISBN 978-1-60358-372-5.  $34.95 HD9502.U52 L674 2011 
88. Chelsea green publishing.  Racusin, Jacob Deva & McArleton, Ace.  The natural building companion.  
Vermont, 2012.  ISBN 9781603583398.  $59.95 TH4860 .R33 2012  
89. Cornell University Press.  Falk, Cynthia G.  Barns of new york: Rural architecture of the empire state.  Ithaca, 
NY, 2012.  ISBN 9780801477805.  $27.95 NA8230 .F35 2012   
90. Cornell University Press.  Siegelbaum, Lewis H.  The socialist car: Automobility in the Eastern Bloc.  Ithaca, 
NY, 2011.  ISBN 9780801477386.  $24.95  HE5662.9.A6 S63 2011   
91. Cornell University Press.  Wilber, Tom.  Under the surface: Fracking, fortunes, and the fate of the marcellus 
shale.  Ithaca, NY, 2012.  ISBN 9780801450167.  $27.95 HD9581.2.S53 W55 2012 
92. Daab media gmbh & Archi-tectonics, NYC.  Dubbeldam, Winka.  Archi-tectonics.  Germany, 2011.  
www.edaab.com  ISBN 978-3-942597-00-5.  $35.00 NA1153.D79 A4 2011   
93. Daab media gmbh.  Klein, Caroline.  Ai weiwei: Architecture.  Germany, 2010.  www.edaab.com  ISBN 978-
3-942597-01-2.  $35.00 NA1549.W44 K45 2010   
94. Daab media gmbh.  Klein, Caroline.  Futuristic: Visions of future living.  Germany, 2011.  www.edaab.com  
ISBN 978-3-942597-09-8.  $75.00 NA209.5 .F88 2011   
95. Daab media gmbh.  Klein, Caroline.  Superlative emirates: The new dimension of urban design.  Germany, 
2011.  www.edaab.com  ISBN 978-3-942597-08-1.  $70.00  NA9246.U54 S87 2011   
96. Detail.  Ebert, Thilo; Eßig, Natalie; Hauser, Gerd.  Green building certification systems.  Germany, 2011.  
detail.de  ISBN 9783920034546.  $79.50  TH880 .E24 2011   
97. Dumbarton Oaks .  Beardsley, John.  Landscape body dwelling: Charles simonds at dumbarton oaks.  
Washington, D.C., 2011.  ISBN 9780884023715.  $40.00  NB237.S565 A4 2011   
98. Fairchild books.  Bakker, Mary Lou.  Space planning for commercial office interiors.  New York, 2012.  ISBN 
9781563679056.  $88.50  NA2856 .B35 2012  
99. Fairchild books.  Ding, Suining.  Sketching interiors: From traditional to digital.  New York, 2011.  ISBN 978-
1-56367-918-6.  $70.00  NK2113.5 .D56 2011   
100. Fairchild books.  Marshall-Baker, Anna & Tucker, Lisa M.  Cradle to cradle home design: Process and 
experience.  New York, 2012 .  ISBN 978-1-60901-075-1.  $65.00 NA2542.36 .M37 2012 
101. Georg W. Reinberg,Matthias Boeckl .  Waltjen, Tobias.  Details for Passive Houses.  Austria, 2009.  
springer.at  ISBN 9783211994962.  $129.00 TH4860 .P376 2009   
102. Greenleaf Publishing Ltd.  Bendell, Jem.  Evolving partnerships: A guide to working with business for greater 
social change.  Sheffield, UK, 2010.  ISBN 9781906093624.  $20.00 HD69.S8 BE78 2010   
103. Greenleaf Publishing Ltd.  Bringezu, Stefan & Bleischwitz, Raimund.  Sustainable Resource Management.  
Sheffield, UK, 2009.  ISBN 9781906093266.  $45.00 HC79.E5 S87 2009   
104. Greenleaf Publishing Ltd.  Cavagnaro, Elena & Curiel, George.  The three levels of sustainability.  Sheffield, 
UK, 2012.  ISBN 9781906093686.  $28.00 HC79.E5 C38 2012   
105. Greenleaf Publishing Ltd.  Charter, Martin & Tischner, Ursula.  Sustainable solutions: Developing products 
and services for the future.  Sheffield, UK, 2001.  ISBN 9781874719366.  $52.00 TS155.7 .S87 2001   
106. Greenleaf Publishing Ltd.  Hamschmidt, Jost & Pirson, Michael.  Case studies in social entrepreneurship and 
sustainability: The okios collection, volume 2.  Sheffield, UK, 2011.  ISBN 9781906093471.  
$31.00  HC79.E5 C3738 2011   
107. Greenleaf Publishing Ltd.  Lewis, Helen & Gertsakis, John.  Design + environment: A global guide to 
designing greener goods.  Sheffield, UK, 2001.  ISBN 9781874719434.  $28.00 TS171 .L48 2001  
108. Greenleaf Publishing Ltd.  Lips-Wiersma, Marjolein & Morris, Lani.  The map of meaning: A guide to 
sustaining our humanity in the world of work.  Sheffield, UK, 2011.  ISBN 9781906093662.  $28.00  
HD6955 .L57 2011   
 
109. Greenleaf Publishing Ltd.  Louche, Celine & Lydenberg, Steve.  Dilemmas in responsible investment.  
Sheffield, UK, 2011.  ISBN 9781906093518.  $28.00 HG4515.13 .L68 2011   
110. Greenleaf Publishing Ltd.  Waddock, Sandra.  The difference makers: How social and institutional 
entrepreneurs created the corporate responsibility movement.  Sheffield, UK, 2008.  ISBN 9781906093044.  
$31.00 HD60 .W325 2008   
111. Greenleaf publishing.  Cohen, Elaine.  Csr for hr: A necessary partnership for the advancing responsible 
business practices.  Sheffield, UK, 2010.  ISBN 9781906093464.  $31.00  HD60 .C64 2010  
112. Harvard University Press.  AlSayyad, Nezar.  Cairo, Histories of a City.  Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2011.  
ISBN 9780674047860.  $29.95 NA1583 .A47 2011   
113. Harvard University Press.  Belting, Hans.  Florence & baghdad: Renaissance art and Arab science.  
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2011.  ISBN 9780674050044.  $39.95 NC748 .B4513 2011  
114. Harvard University Press.  Busquets, Joan.  Deconstruction / construction: The Cheonggycheon restoration 
project in Seoul.  Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2011.  ISBN 9781934510315.  $19.95 NA9053.S6 D43 2011  
115. Harvard University Press.  Deutch, John M.  The crisis in energy policy.  Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2011.  
ISBN 9780674058262.  $24.95 HD9502.U52 D48 2011 
116. Harvard University Press.  Guldi, Jo.  Roads to power: Britain invents the infrastructure state.  Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 2012.  ISBN 9780674057593.  $39.95 HC260.C3 G85 2012   
117. Harvard University Press.  Nixon, Rob.  Slow violence and the environmentalism of the poor.  Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 2011.  ISBN 9780674049307.  $45.00 PR9080.5 .N59 2011  
118. Harvard University Press.  Petroski, Henry.  To forgive design: Understanding failure.  Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 2012.  ISBN 9780674065840.  $27.95  TA169.5 .P48 2012   
119. Harvard University Press.  Powell, Lawrence N.  The accidental city.  Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2012.  
ISBN 9780674059870.  $29.95 F379.N557 P68 2012   
120. The images publishing group.  Jodidio, Philip.  Architecture + automobiles.  Australia, 2011.  ISBN 
9781864703306.  $60.00  NA6290 .J63 2011   
121. The image publishing group.  Ho, Bosco.  The story of Ho & Partners architects.  Australia, 2011.  ISBN 
9781864704266.  $59.95  NA1547.H6 H62 2011  
122. The images publishing group.  Bullivant, Lucy.  Ken Yeang: Eco skyscrapers, Volume 2.  Australia, 2011.  
ISBN 9781864703870.  $50.00 NA6230 .Y43 2011   
123. The images publishing group.  Cleary, Mark.  21st century sustainable homes.  Australia, 2011.  ISBN 
9781864704280.  $35.00 NA2542.36 .A14 2011  
124. The images publishing group.  Crafti, Stephen.  21st century kitchens.  Australia, 2010.  ISBN 
9781864703764.  $50.00 NK2117.K5 C73 2010   
125. The images publishing group.  Crafti, Stephen.  Affordable architecture: Great houses on a budget.  Australia, 
2010.  ISBN 9781864703924.  $50.00 NA7110 .C734 2010   
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